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FROM THE EDITOR

Do you wish we could travel back in time? Have a moment in history that you wish you could have shared with 
someone? Well fret no more! Send us your caving stories and transport people back to that very moment, where they 
can immerse themselves in your fondest memories! Send through stories, articles and ideas to tabscaves@gmail.com 
so YOUR story can be featured in the SUSS Bull.

Feeling down because you can’t go caving this weekend? Keep yourself entertained with some movie outlining all the 
unlikely events to occur underground!

Beast from Haunted Cave (1959)
A gold thief and his gang use a skiers lodge and meet a monster covered with cobwebs.
What waits below (1985)
While exploring a network of underground caves, as explosives expert and an archaeologist find that they are not 
alone.
The Cavern (2005)
Spelunkers fall prey to a supernatural force deep within a labyrinth of Russian caves.
The Cave (2005)
Deadly monsters hunt members of an exploration team within a vast network of caverns beneath the Carpathian 
Mountains.
The Descent (2005)
A year after a severe emotional trauma, Sarah goes to North Carolina to spend some time exploring caves with her 
friends; after descending underground, the women find strange cave paintings ans evidence of an earlier expedition, 
then learn they are not alone: Underground predators inhabit the crevasses, and they have a taste for human flesh.
The Descent 2 (2009)
An amnesiac spelunker joins a rescue team to explore underground caves where bloodthirsty creatures dwell.
Sanctum (2011)
Though the South Pacific’s Esa-ala Caves are some of the least-accessible on Earth, expert diver Frank has explored 
them for months. On one such expedition, Frank is joined by his teenage son, Josh, and financier Carl. When a 
flash flood cuts off their exit, they are caught in a life-or-death situation. With supplies dwindling, the divers must 
navigate a treacherous labyrinth to find a new escape route or die in the process.

If horror and fantasy are not your thing, perhaps these might interest you:

What a way to spend a Sunday (1971)
Made for BBC LEEDS. It features members of the Happy Wanderers Caving Club tackling the through trip from 
Simpsons Pot to the recently discovered (at the time) Kingsdale Master Cave and exiting via Valley Entrance.

Journey into Amazing Caves (2001)
‘Journey into Amazing Caves’ tells the story of Nancy Aulenbach and Dr. Hazel Barton, who share a love of caves and 
cave exploration. Join these two accomplished cavers as they explore unusual caves, like ice caves in Greenland and 
underwater caves in the jungles of Mexico, looking for important clues about the Earth’s past and microorganisms 
that inhabit its most extreme environments.

BBC One - Planet Earth, Caves (2006)
From Mexico, Thailand and Borneo, this documentary provides unprecedented access to the hidden world of caves.

Cave of Forgotten Dreams (2010)
In this documentary, filmmaker Werner Herzog and a small crew are given a rare chance to film inside France’s 
Chauvet Cave, where the walls are covered with the world’s oldest surviving paintings. To preserve the art, people 
are allowed to enter the site for only two weeks a year. Examining the 30,000-year-old drawings, Herzog discusses 
how the artwork represents humanity’s earliest dreams with scientists and art scholars conducting research at 
Chauvet.

mailto:tabscaves%40gmail.com?subject=Bull%20Content
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THE BIRTH OF CAVE DIVING IN AUSTRALIA

BY ROD OBRIEN

For decades cavers at Jenolan dreamed about what 
wonders were to be discovered between where the 
Jenolan River disappeared downstream in Lower River, 
Mammoth Cave (at the time the southernmost part 
of the cave), and Imperial Cave where the river re-
emerged into the show caves.

In 1952 a group of cavers consisting of Denis Burke, Fred 
Stewart and Ben Nurse investigated the possibilities of 
exploring the Jenolan River system by diving upstream 
in the Imperial Cave sump and downstream in Lower 
River, Mammoth Cave.

There was much discussion on what type of equipment 
would be needed. Many people suggested cylinders of 
compressed air with a regulator attached.
The group decided that:
1. The regulators available could not supply enough air
2. The cost of the equipment was too high
3. Several cylinders would be needed for redundancy

As only limited funds were available, they decided to make their own surface supplied diving system. A gas mask was 
used to fit over the face. Air was supplied to this through a length of ½ inch hose connected to an old pair of foot 
bellows.

The team joined a Sydney University Speleological Society (SUSS) Jenolan Trip, 6/7 December 1952 to dive the 
upstream Imperial sump. On the Saturday evening Denis Burke reconnoitered the sump using just a face mask to 
get some details for the upcoming dive the next day. Denis found the distance from the dive station to the river 
resurgence was greater than the length of dive hose they had brought so this sump had to be left for another day.
On the Sunday morning a party of 5 including Denis Burke, Ben Nurse and Fred Stewart carried the equipment to 
Lower River, Mammoth Cave. Denis Burke was again volunteered to do the honours. Whilst the dive station was being 
set up Denis swam downstream to get a feel for the dive. At the far end of the lake he encountered a muddy slope 
that extended to the ceiling. He dug some footholds out of the mud and upon reaching the top found a small hole. 
Some rocks were cleared and Denis squeezed through into a small chamber with a passage leading off. He had just 
discovered the gateway to the southern section of Mammoth Cave and Slug Lake.

When Denis returned he found the dive gear was ready. He spent the next 30 minutes diving in the lake testing the 
gear and looking for the downstream underwater passage before the cold water forced him out. During the course of 
the dive he concluded that several improvements were needed with the dive equipment and the underwater passage 
could be next to the mud slope.

They returned to Imperial Cave on a SUSS trip 28/29 March 1953. A party of 7 led by Fred Stewart including Ben Nurse,
Brian J OBrien, Denis Burke (diver) and Jeff Clyde, carried the surface supplied dive gear down to the Imperial sump.
Denis Burke did a short test run to tweak the gear and at 630pm he was ready to go. Denis started walking upstream
along the riverbed. He’s exhaust bubbles soon disappeared as he entered the underwater passage. He continued on 
until signaled to return as he had run out of dive hose.

The team had a rest, something to eat and added an extra length of dive hose. Then at 1am Denis Burke re-entered 
the Imperial sump. He walked upstream until signaled to return.

Again he had reached the end of his dive hose without getting through the sump to the other end.

Some modifications were made to the dive gear before the next trip. The dive hose was increased to ¾ inch diameter 
and the foot bellows pump was replaced with a proper dive pump.
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A SUSS trip on 6/7 June 1953 saw a team including Denis Burke (diver), Ben Nurse (diver), Otto Gram, Bruce Cobbin, 
Fred Stewart and Adelie Hurley (photographer), attempt to get through the upstream Imperial sump. The dive was 
plagued with mishaps including an anxious moment when a kinked air hose forced Denis to surface in a small air 
chamber. The dive was wisely abandoned. This was the last attempt using surface supplied diving equipment and the 
last under SUSS.

Training in the use of aqualung techniques was commenced 
immediately. The Underwater Explorers Club (U.E.C), 
based in Sydney, supplied the training, equipment and some 
of the divers. The U.E.C was an affiliate of the Underwater 
Spear fisherman’s Association. It folded around 1956. Ron 
Wardrop developed a device nicknamed the “AFLOLAUN”, 
Apparatus for laying out line and Underwater Navigation. 
The communications wire it would roll out would be the 
diver’s safety line. It was decided 6 divers would be used. 
Two would push the sump. The next two would follow a 
short time later and the remaining two would take the role 
as rescue divers. Each diver received he’s own aqualung.
These were of the Australian pattern called the “Lawson 
Lung” developed by the USFA (Underwater Spear 
fisherman’s
Association) and the “Improved Lawson Lung” developed 
by the URG (Underwater Research Group also an affiliate 
of
the USFA). A Heinke “Delta” cold water suit with frogman 
mask and fins. Also a torch made of a motorcycle battery 
and sealed beam car headlamp, compass, knife and depth 
gauge. They would also carry a Karabiner on a lanyard to 
clip onto the “AFLO” safety line.

A trip was organised for the dive by the Sydney Speleological 
Society (SSS) on the 9/10 October 1954. The team included 
joint trip leaders Denis Burke and Ben Nurse, Ron Wardrop 
(communications), Harry Rowlands (lights), Dr Lee
(medical officer), Jim Tasker (constructions), B. Mason 
(SSS photographer), Russell Kippax (SSS diver), Michael 
Calluaud
(U.E.C diver), Keith White (U.E.C diver), Owen Llewellyn 
(SSS diver), Dave Roots (SSS diver), Rod McNeill (U.E.C 
diver), Myra Llewellyn, Grace Aird, Ruth Russell, Dorothy 
and Alf Lenmonth, Stan Pearce, Max Thompson, Arnold 
Fleischmann, Don and Lois Linklater (U.E.C), Ian Driscoll, 
Mick Shanahan (U.E.C) and Les Tattersall. On Saturday 9 

October at 1050am, Russell Kippax and Michael Calluaud entered the water and quietly disappeared. Kippax carried 
the “AFLO”, and Calluaud carried the telephone. Two minutes later, Keith White and Owen Llewellyn fixed their 
karabiners to the “AFLO” safety line and also quietly disappeared. The two rescue divers were Dave Roots and 
Rod McNeill.The quiet spell was suddenly shattered by the return of Calluaud. He had become disorientated and 
discouraged in the muddy stream way.

After nine and a half minutes Owen Llewellyn returned to collect the telephone and disappeared again upstream. A 
few minutes later we heard from the party beyond the sump. The sump was about 36m long and surfaced into walking
stream way passage. This continued for about 200m until the river sumped again.

This expedition was the first time aqualung (frogman) equipment had been used in a cave, and the first time the 
upstream sump in Imperial Cave had been passed, discovering the Imperial stream way.

On Sunday 10 October 1954 a party including Don and Lois Linklater (U.E.C divers), Rod McNeill (U.E.C diver), Keith 
White (U.E.C diver) and Mick Shanahan (U.E.C diver) dived through the sump to look at the newly discovered cave. 
During the return dive Rod McNeill, who was in front of Lois and Don, got stuck on a stalactite that wedged between 
his two back mounted dive cylinders. Rod and all those behind him could not move forward for some time. Both Don 
and Mick’s lamps had gone out leaving them in total darkness. Eventually Rod broke free and all returned safe and 
well. Lois had torn her dive suit. Rod freed the stalactite from between his cylinders and gave it to Lois as a souvenir.
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This was the first cave dive by a woman in Australia.

Forty years later Rod McNeill rang Don Linklater to tell of 
his genuine sadness upon hearing the news of Lois’s passing 
away. Don’s daughters arranged a reunion. Unbeknown to 
Rod, Don’s daughter Sandy took the stalactite along and 
returned it to its rightful owner.

Rod would like to thank the following for their 
contribution to this article: The Sydney Speleological 
Society for caving diving information including firsthand 
accounts and for the divers training in the pool photo. Mel 
Brown AM, historian of the Underwater Spear fisherman’s 
Association for information on the Underwater Explorers 
Club, Underwater Research Group and of the history of 
the diving equipment used.

The Sydney University Speleological Society for the 
reports on the early cave diving information.

Diving Upstream Imperial in 1954

Lois Linklater in the 1950’s
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SUMP RESCUE ORIENTATION PROGRAM JENOLAN CAVES - APRIL 2015

BY DEBORAH JOHNSTON
Participants: Adam Hooper SUSS diver, Alex Boulton SUSS diver, PADI tec diving consultant , Alison Fenton Jenolan 
Caves guide, CRS team leader, Al Warild SUSS diver, CRS Captain , Brian Hedden SUSS diver, Damien Siviero dive 
photographer , David Wood CDAA dive, Dean Coleman dry rescue support, Deborah Johnston SUSS diver / VP, CRS 
team leader, ASFSC rep, SROP coordinator Denis Stojanovic SUSS President, Greg Ryan SUSS diver, former CDAA , NSW 
rep, SROP coordinator John Wooden SUSS diver Kevin Dawson CRS President , Dr Richard Harry Harris CDAA search 
and rescue coordinator, medical physician/ anesthetist, SROP coordinator , Rick Grundy SUSS diver, Rod Burton CRS 
team leader , Rod Obrien SUSS diver, CRS member, Tabitha Blair Jenolan Caves Representitive, Tim Featonby CDAA 
cave diving instructor.

Apologies Received: NSW Ambulance Service, NSW Police Divers , NSW Police Rescue Squad, Office of Environ- ment 
and Heritage.

SUMMARY - A two day sump rescue course was run at Jenolan Caves over two days in 
April 2015. This course was developed by Dr Richard Harry Harris who had held the 
course previously at Mount Gambier in South Australia.
This was the first cave diver rescue training ever run in NSW. The program was run 
by Dr Harry with the NSW Cave Rescue Squad (NSW CRS) and hosted by the Sydney 
University Speleological Society (SUSS). Funding was received from the Australian 
Cave Rescue Commission (ACRC). The event was supported by Jenolan Caves and 
the Office of Environment and Heritage, National Parks and Wildlife Service. Invited 
attendees included NSW ASF cave divers, CRS representatives, Police Divers, Police 
Rescue, and NSW Ambulance.

The first day of the course was devoted to Dr Harry’s Sump Rescue Orientation Program (SROP) manual. Attendees 
worked through the SROP manual during nine hours of sessions including lectures, group discussion, practical 
demonstrations of rescue gear, and group exercises working through hypothetical cave diving rescue scenarios.
Key topics covered included, Overview of Australian and international cave rescue structures and procedures; Self- 
rescue identification, decision making and procedure; Incident command systems; Cave pre-planning for frequented 
sump diving sites; Roles and duties of an initial response team; Cave rescue communication systems and technology 
demonstration; First aid plus medical recommendations and tips (e.g. managing a hypothermic patient); Cave diver 
first aid kit audit and recommendations; Cave rescue stretcher demonstration; Sump rescue techniques; IUCRR 
recovery theory and documentation requirements; and a SAREX paper exercise for a complex hypothetical rescue.

SROP Day one theory and gear demonstrations

Dr Richard Harris & Al Warild provide sump rescue theory & gear demonstrations
PHOTO CREDIT: Deborah Johnston
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SUMP RESCUE ORIENTATION PROGRAM RESCUE EXERCISE

Day two of the program was a practical sump rescue exercise conducted in a sump of the underground river in 
Imperial Cave, Jenolan Caves. The scenario given was that a diver (Dr Harry) had been exploring a dry section of cave 
beyond a sump and was now overdue. The rescue team consisted of eight divers and eight dry rescue team members.

Dr Richard Harris and Al Warild provide sump rescue theory and gear demos - PHOTO CREDIT: Damien Siviero

Transporting rescue equipment and diving gear through Imperial Cave to the underground river 
PHOTO CREDIT: Damien Siviero

Divers are briefed by CRS Captain who delegates team leader roles - PHOTO CREDIT: Damien Siviero
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After an initial briefing, the group donned appropriate caving gear then accessed the cave via the tourist path before 
making their way off-track, reaching the river below after some climbing, cave laddering, and crawling across rocks 
and dirt before reaching a chamber below with the sump and a river running by a gravel bank. The group transported 
over 30 packs weighing about 7kg each along the way.

The CRS captain assigned a team leader to take over the exercise. This team leader gave a summary of the situation, 
and appointed the two divers most ready to be the initial response team. These two divers were tasked to dive 
through the sump with a drytube of first aid and a rescue radio, conducting an initial search with instructions to 
report back within 40minutes. A scribe was assigned who began recording all group activities at that point.

One team member returned after 35mins reporting that the missing diver had been located in the dry chamber 
beyond the sump with a suspected broken leg, periodic loss of consciousness, and reduced body temperature. An 
initial plan was discussed at this point regarding tasks and required supplies.

A second team of two divers was sent to the casualty with additional first aid kit and training plus a small rescue 
stretcher that could be used to provide thermal insulation from the ground even if not required for a spinal injury. 
This team provided additional medical updates using the AMPLE procedure (allergies, medications, past history, last 
ate/drank, event details) which were reported to the advising ambulance staff communicating via radio. Thermal 
protection was administered to maintain the casualty’s warmth.

A third team of two was tasked to place through a michie phone cable to allow communication between the two 
sumps and provide additional assistance as required, making a team of five divers on the other side of the sump. 
Communication was maintained between both sides of the sumps with regular situation reports which were all logged 
by the scribe as well as all group intentions and actions, plus tank pressures before each dive. It was noted that the 
visibility was almost zero and a request was placed for a more robust guideline.

A fourth team of two was tasked to place a rope guideline through the sump, however after a 20 minute wait for a 
buddy diver it was decided to send the first diver solo. A diver then returned from the casualty to the exit side of the 
sump, removing the existing cave guideline to reduce the risk of entanglement during the rescue. They immediately 
dived back to the casualty checking the guideline on the way to ensure it was an appropriate path for stretcher 
transport. The patients broken leg was splinted to his good one using his dive fins and gaffa-tape after (virtual) pain 
medication was administered. The patient was determined to be medically stable and ready for transport, with a path 
cleared to the sump for a stretcher haul. A team of four divers was in full gear waiting in the sump ready to receive 
the patient for underwater transport. This team was careful to rehearse their plan and communication strategy in the 
zero visibility, with several what-if scenarios discussed and responses agreed upon. A signal for aborting the exercise 
was also rehearsed. When it was confirmed that there was a team at the exit sump ready to collect the patient, the 
move was radioed in and confirmed. The patient was dragged by a team of three divers to the sump using the inverted 
stretcher for extra slip and to reduce the risk of injury. It is noted that such hauls are generally completed by a group 
of six, however space was limited and these divers had above average strength.

The patient had his tanks clipped on and was immediately handed over to the team of four transport divers. The diver 
was rolled from a face up to a face down position and breathing was confirmed. Once an OK signal was received from 
all divers the sump move began.

The lead diver was responsible for navigating the path the exit, and hauling the casualty using his harness strap. A 
second diver was holding onto the patient, maintaining breathing by holding the regulator, and protecting the head 
during transport ensuring limited additional injury. A third diver was at the feet providing assistance moving and 
pushing the body as required. A fourth diver swam a short distance behind to provide help if needed.

A scribe logs all rescue activites
PHOTO CREDIT: Damien Siviero

A splint created from fins & tape
PHOTO CREDIT: Damien Siviero

A diver prepares to enter the water
PHOTO CREDIT: DAMIEN SIVIERO
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This move was done in near zero visibility, with several tight, low sections to negotiate. The transporters emerged at 
the exit side of the sump much quicker than anticipated and had to call for assistance removing Harry from the sump 
to the gravel bank. Thermal protection was given by insulating him from the ground, and the exercise was ceased at 
this point due to his genuinely low body temperature. Time from being overdue to successful rescue was 3 hours. Gear 
was removed from the cave and the group reconvened in the seminar hall for a thorough debrief and group discussion.

DEBRIEFING RESULTS:
A comprehensive debriefing allowed all participants to reflect on the rescue training activities, highlighting areas that 
went well and areas that may have been improved.

COMMUNICATIONS:
Communications worked well throughout the exercise with michie phones allowing conversation between both sides 
of the sump and the surface command post. Group names could have been assigned in advance and maintained 
throughout the exercises which would have avoided confusion as individuals referred to their groups in inconsistent 
ways. A separate line of communication could have been created between the underground base and surface command 
instead of having all teams on the one line. Groups could have been given scheduled times to call in with updates 
however notifying of change in situation worked well also. Groups could have used more standardized radio language 
for professionalism and clarity, however it was noted that CRS dealings with police rescue and similar squads was that 
radio communications in the field are fairly informal.

EXPECTATION PLANNING:
Group could have anticipated the best case, worst case, and most likely scenarios and begun initial preparations for 
a quick response at the time of IRT reporting. This includes requesting gear and personnel which can take some time 
to arrive.

FIRST AID:
Up-skilling in advanced first aid would be worthwhile for any cave diver. Many divers could improve their personal 
first aid kits with additional relevant items. Consideration was given to having pre-packed drytubes with more 
comprehensive first aid. It was stressed that hypothermia is the most serious threat to the casualty in these scenarios 
with discussions regarding how additional thermal protection could have been applied. The message was iterated that 
its far easier to stay warm than to warm up once cold.

PRE-PLANNING:
Pre-developed rescue plans for dive sites would greatly speed up and streamline rescue activities. This includes 
knowing when to raise an alarm, who to call, plus what to report and request.

GEAR READINESS:
Gear could have been better prepared before entering the cave, such as ensuring all gear is packaged in cave packs 
for safe transport and following the limit of one tank per pack to avoid unnecessary strain on those transporting gear. 
Rescue operators should also have their gear in place to be able to undertake assigned tasks in a timely manner (e.g. 
have dive gear either on or laid out for quick dressing).

INTER-AGENCY LIAISONS:
The importance of relationships between cave rescue and the police was highlighted, with police being in charge 
of any rescue scenario across Australia. These relationships are strengthened via inter-agency scenarios however 
unfortunately the police diving unit and ambulance representatives were unable to attend due to a last minute call-
out.

CRS Captain & Dr Richard Harris
PHOTO CREDIT: Damien Siviero

Preparing to move the casualty to the sump edge
PHOTO CREDIT: Damien Siviero
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PATIENT CARE:
The patient would normally have a dedicated patient attendant, monitoring and reporting their condition which 
administering first aid where required. Sensitive conversations such as concerns regarding plans could have been held 
out of earshot. A couple of times people stepped over the casualty which is to be avoided. Ensuring each team was 
ready for a handover was essential before beginning the initial move.

POLICE RESTRICTIONS:
Concern was raised that the police 
may impose inappropriate restrictions 
to dive rescue activities due to a lack 
of awareness, e.g. not allowing solo 
diving which is often safer than diving 
with buddy pairs in NSW. Concern was 
also raised that police was shut down 
rescue attempts due to their lack of 
knowledge regarding cave environments. 
Importance of doing joint exercises with 
police was stressed to address these 
concerns.

PPE:
All attendee maintained safety by 
ensuring personal protective equipment 
such as thermals, gloves and helmets 
were worn. Kneepads on the other side of 
the sump would have been an advantage 
during patient hauling. Thermal 
protection for divers was extremely 
important in the 14 degree water.

PROCEDURE:
Discussion regarding how ready cave 
rescue needs to be to respond to a diver 
rescue. Suggestions were made using 
military examples of how a standard 
operating procedures could be set in 
place in advance.

SAFETY:
Risk was minimized at each step 
including, using a sump with safe dry 
exit options on either side; first aid, 
oxygen, and water on hand in the cave 
for participants if required; take fives 
taken to ensure all members were 
prepared to undertake each step of the 
rescue; packaging gear across many 
bags to reduce size and weight for 
faster transport; and rehearsed signals 
for effective communication in low/
zero visibility water. A dummy had been 
loaned by NSW Ambulance for in- water 
exercises if required.

SUMP RESCUE EQUIPMENT:
Dr Harry stressed that a full face mask is the best option for safe egress in the majority of circumstances, particularly 
for a diver without full alertness.

TEAM LEADER ROLES:
Strong team leadership skills result in more effective group action. A reduction of lengthy ideas discussion in favour 
of efficient planning and timely action would have been beneficial. Assigning team leader roles to people with less 
experience allowed good skill development.

Sample activiy log
PHOTO CREDIT: Dean Coleman
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CRS Captain, Dr Richard Harris & CRS President - PHOTO CREDIT: DAMIEN SIVIERO

Group photo of day one participants - PHOTO CREDIT: DAMIEN SIVIERO
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COOLEMAN - EASTER 2015

BY KEIR VAUGHAN - TAYLOR

Participants: Rick Grundy, Soo Parkinson, Phil Maynard, Rod Obrien, Keir Vaughan-Taylor

This weekend was particularly successful with the new passages presenting a diving style that created unusual dive 
plan logistics. The cave continues in a number of places. The the furthest exploration point is becoming more distant 
with substantial exploration well beyond the map rendered from all our surveying efforts to date. (Included in this 
report). River Cave shows no sign of ending, and I feel is the most sporty and exciting cave exploration in New South 
Wales.

Predicted torrential rain hung in the distant horizon indecisive in its intent. Since January, there are heralds of 
Winter, a tree independently coloured Autumn next to its still green neighbor, much cooler nights, long sighs from 
ravens as if stiffening resolve for the oncoming cold and those ragged clouds promising to go obliviously on to Sydney.

Traveling Long Plain, the power lines seething within the watery rain cloud, we moved off the gravel road to make 
way for retreating campers in 4WDs. My Ford suffered a punctured, well actually serrated tyre, revealing itself after 
annihilation along with its supporting rim. Misfortune, they say, clusters in groups of three. Completing the trifecta 
the spare tyre was also flat. This was not a manifestation of bad luck but rather a failure of my pre trip motor 
vehicle maintenance checks. Fortunately, an electric air compressor is always in the back of my station wagon. It was 
appreciated that Ranger Steve stopped to make sure we were okay.

Friday’s drive was done as we pulled onto Magpie Flat. We set out across Cooleman Plain carrying gear to the River 
Cave entrance. Birds at the campsite squabbled over territory providing usual round campfire entertainment.

The long passage we were to survey and push is now called Altamira Alley, named after the Spanish Caves of Altamira, 
famous for spectacular paleolithic paintings but more famously the name of a Steeley Dan number played repeatedly 
on my car’s CD during our Southward trip.

Last forays to Altamira were during the Australia Day long weekend. Rod ducked and dipped through a series of short 
sumps ultimately recognizing the need for a full dive kit. Rod’s dive lights penetrated through the water of submerged 
passage as far as photons could reach out and return.

Phil and I secured 100 meters of surveyed passage but there was clearly more to be gained, and this Easter we would 
do it.

Logistics are hard to determine 
because of the unknowns. We needed 
to minimise the carry weight across 
Cooleman Plain so we decided that 
at least for the first day we would 
use the smaller 3 litre cylinders. We 
would want at least five of them. We 
use one as safety on the second duck 
under and one in reserve. Rod would 
need two for any penetration and 
Phil and I following along with survey 
tackle would use a single cylinder 
each as confidence boosters passing 
the short sumps of Altamira. I would 
need to reduce my weight belt, but 
with water measuring a chilly ten 
degrees a second neoprene surf suit 
under my usual wet suit helps cope 
with cold but becomes hard to coerce 
downwards into the water for the 
sump ducks. It seemed that three 
weights, about three kilograms, 
could be a manageable balance. Tree Creeper at campsite

PHOTO CREDIT: Kier Vaughan-Taylor
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Soo Parkinson, a hardened British caver, joined 
our group to experience Australian project based 
cave exploration. She was not to be disappointed 
confronting the River cave entrance the initial 
drops from the entrance and muddy crawls to enter 
the basalt strewn river bed. Thence two breath 
holds through sump 1, the longer second sump and 
then the rest of the new sections of cave. River 
cave, after the second sump, presents a series of 
environments usually involving swimming, crawling, 
climbing and sometimes standing before entering a 
river course again.

Altamira Alley Tributary enters 40 meters short of 
the back of the cave where a rock pile filters the 
river into a void inside the jammed river stones. 
Beyond the piled stones is Murray Cave. Rick thinks 
that a way can be found into a just visible void 
through the packed stones in the rock pile but 
there is much to do.

I made several efforts to get some photographs along the way but this my third waterproof camera (in such a short a 
time), it showed a back screen seriously fogged around its perimeter and displayed difficulty getting a focus on any 
selected objects.

The best way to deal with a fading camera is to just take lots of pictures and hope some turn out. Experiment discerned 
that licking the objective lens could often help banish murky blobs on the captured image. My shortsightedness added 
to the challenge of reading the cameras settings. The camera kept auto selecting various predefined camera settings. 
Macro somehow gets selected and blurs every photograph. I’m on to that trick now. The selection Pet doesn’t wreck 
a cave photo, but the device refuses to auto focus on Phil’s dogged facial expressions.

We followed the river through decorated passage, dry 
sections and then another head sniff swim through white 
marble and formation. This White Marble Swim has a few 
unlikely crawling leads on either side but not inviting.
The water level was down 10 cm lower than our last visit 
which meant some of the ducks would be shallow but most 
of the passage is still chest deep in water and is much colder 
than the main stream.

Altamira Alley has about 50 meters of narrow vadose canyon, 
shin deep in water before diving into the first submergence. 
Water flow was small and the level lower than our last visit. 
The first dive, this time, was a very shallow duck under and 
on the other side more similar passage. Although there are 
places to get out of the water to record survey stations we 
were largely obliged to float.

Phil protected his Disto X by encasing his precious device in a water proof Pelican case. We could obtain reasonable 
measurement through Ducks only just under the surface sighting along a fiberglass tape then recording a bearing from 
both ends of the sump and averaging any differences.

We remained together most of the trip finding that each new sump surfaced again shortly a few meters through a 
submergence, soon surfacing again. This is cave diving at its strangest. Its never quite engulfed below the surface 
into that other world. It would be possible to do this trip using dolphin techniques, as long as you were to not get 
misdirected in the custard coloured water. Each leg would kink in a new direction leaving us unsure about where we 
were going without some head scratching. Perhaps we were trending to the West. Narrow passage sometimes widened 
but for the most part we were chest deep in cold water. It was several hours measuring and scrawling onto a survey 
sheet willing the survey paper to resist the water and the scratching of a pencil with leads that would break on every 
second compass bearing.

Rick Grundy & Soo Parkinson - River Cave Beach Room
PHOTO CREDIT: Kier Vaughan-Taylor

Phil Maynard passing a duck under
PHOTO CREDIT: Kier Vaughan-Taylor
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SUNDAY 5th APRIL

We had one more day. We elected not to survey and instead push. With enough cylinders for two, Rod and Rick 
were nominated to lay line as far as they could linking the continuing chain of  short  sumps and going as far as pos-
sible. Phil and I would act as support and look at some other leads off the main drain on of those holes coming off 
the main stream.  Soo elected to help port, but after the effort of the previous day chose to wait prior to the first 
sump and help on the hike back across Cooleman Plain.

After we stocked a mud bank prior to the first duck with cylinders and paraphernalia for Rod and Rick to kit up and 
go. Phil and I made for one of the side leads coming off the main stream where we would survey. 

We moved through an opening where on the right a hole dropped to what looked like a South Western trending 
passage and on the left  yet another room but this one much bigger. The lower passage would wait for another day.  
Entering the large room we faced a steep slope of tumbled rocks stacked on a slope high into the roof. 

Phil said I needed to climb to the top and make sure there was no way on. I faced the scree with some trepidation 
but dutifully placing one careful foot at a time to reach the apex of the rockpile at the back of the big room. There 
was no way on and footprints in some of the mud sections suggested that Felix had climbed  here on a previous 
trip. We could, have just asked Felix if there was lead.

Phil took aim at me with the laser in his Disto X recording the dimensions of this large room. Satisfied with the view 
and with a little trepidation I turned  to go back down. It is always harder to go down than to climb up. I shouted to 
Phil that there was a wobbly rock than might fall and as predicted, it dislodged. The stone careered down the scree 
slope bouncing left and right to finally collide on the opposite wall with an almighty bang. Phil complained that I 
came close to hitting the all important Disto X.

It had been a few hours and with the surveying completed we made our way back to Altamira where Rod and Rick 
should be waiting for help carrying the gear out of the cave. 

Rick and Rod had pushed further along the river course. They placed line through four or five more mini sumps 
finally surfacing in a large room with collapsing rock piles. Rick dumped his gear and scrambled into possible leads. 
No leads were found but you never know for sure.  Our 
main stream ran over a gravel race and entered yet another 
sump. Rod mounted a Go Pro on his helmet and sank into 
the ongoing sump for a  preliminary investigation. Unlike 
previously it ran a little deeper into the water table. The 
Go Pro video shows an eroded passage twisting left and 
right shaped with the same architecture as the preceding 
tunnels but here entirely under water and ongoing. Unlike 
the main river the water is clear.

The passage was apparently continuing from this end room 
as a full on cave dive and so the ongoing unknown would 
have to wait for a future trip. The return journey is better 
than a water park. They returned to the main river and 
with not much of a wait for Phil and I to meet them. 

They said they had heard a bloody big rock fall somewhere. 
I said it was just Phil banging his Disto against the wall try-
ing to get it to work. “Phil banging his what?” they said.

The way back to Soo was quickly traversed. We perhaps 
dwelled a little longer than usual in the swim sections com-
pensating for overheating in our wet suits.  Soo was waiting 
on the rocky bank near the first sump. She had moved out 
all the support cylinders to the cave entrance so we were 
on the way to an efficiency award. From the river Cave 
blind valley entrance our team was able to carry everything 
back in one trip.

Rod Obrien - Typical Altamira passage
PHOTO CREDIT: Kier Vaughan-Taylor
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PRESIDENTS REPORT 2014 - 2015

BY DENIS STOJANOVIC
1 APRIL 2014 - 31 MARCH 2015

It is with great satisfaction that I can report it was very much business as usual for SUSS during my second term as 
President. The regular calendar of weekend trips and holiday expeditions made good use of the fresh blood injected 
into the Society during almost overwhelming intakes of recruits at Re-O Day 2014 and O-Week 2015. As a result, the 
Club’s membership has remained very healthy at around 90 members and our association with the University and the 
Union means that we remain one of the largest and most active caving clubs in Australia with ample resources to 
draw on.

As has been the trend in recent years, the Society’s most sustained efforts in exploration have been centered on 
sump diving with exciting discoveries at Jenolan, Wombeyan, and, most recently, Cooleman in the Snowy Mountains. 
That is not to say that ‘dry-cavers’ have been slacking off. Many significant discoveries have been made as a result 
of revisiting surveys of supposedly well-known areas. Long-running projects to re-survey Mammoth Cave, Wiburd’s 
Cave, and the Southern Limestone at Jenolan are bringing light to the cryptic nature of well-travelled routes and are 
inspiring new fronts of exploration. Phil Maynard has progressively been releasing the detailed survey of the Southern 
section of Mammoth in the SUSS Bulletin and these have already become an important resource for cavers. Even as 
Rowena Larkins brings the Southern Limestone ‘Red Book’ to the brink of publication, new caves are being tagged and 
lost caves are being re-discovered.

As gargantuan surveys spanning the best part of two decades involving the manual efforts of countless cavers are 
finally bearing fruit, SUSS has also wholeheartedly embraced the next generation of cave surveying technology. With 
the success of survey trials of the LIDAR survey drone, the Zebedee, at Wombeyan in 2014, Robert Zlot has leant his 
expertise to the survey push at Cliefden Caves with astounding results. Furthermore, these high-resolution surveys 
have been instrumental in illustrating the complexity and beauty of the caves which have recently been threatened 
by renewed proposals to dam the Belubula River at Needles Gap. Such a dam would mean the flooding of many of the 
most significant caves at Cliefden and the irreversible loss of an incredibly important cave system and its geological 
and biological diversity. While the proposal appears to have dropped off the agenda with the new political cycle, our 
efforts to protect and document the caves will continue both for the inherent speleological value of the work and so 
that when the spectre of a Belubula dam once again rears its ugly head we will be prepared to remind the powers-
that-be of the dire consequences of environmental short-sightedness.

As my term as President draws to a close, the Society and I are moving toward new and exciting horizons. I wish 
particularly to thank the rest of the outgoing Committee for their commitment and dedication over the past year 
which has ensured a robust Society for the near future. I have no doubt that the next Committee to take up that 
shining mantle will have little trouble in keeping SUSS always the brightest light in the dark.

Carry on caving, 
Denis Stojanovic 
President
SUSS
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TREASURERS REPORT 2014 - 2015

BY JACK WACHSMANN
1 APRIL 2014 - 31 MARCH 2015

SUMMARY

The Society is in a very strong financial position and has maintained its total cash on hand, increasing by less than 1%. 
The Society holds two accounts with the Commonwealth Bank of Australia. The publications account exists to fund 
the publishing of mostly books by the Society and its only income is through sales of such publications and negligible 
interest. Declining publications sales in recent years have seen it stagnate at approximately $8600; however it is 
expected to be used to fund the publication of the long awaited Southern Limestone of Jenolan or ‘Red Book’. The 
general account funds the Societies day to day activities and all other transactions.
In recent years the financial position of the Society has improved greatly – with the value of the general account 
increasing from approximately $10 000 to $17 000 since 2010. This has been partially due to a more active involvement 
on campus resulting in an increased access to USU funding. Non-member trip fees also raise significant capital for the 
Society, with $1144 collected in 2014-15.
The 2014-15 Committee deems our cash holdings as too large and has investigated appropriate methods by which 
to return value to members, such as dramatically reducing membership fees for students and capital expenditure. 
I recommend that the new committee continue to investigate and action appropriate methods to return value to 
members for the 2015-16 financial years.

CASH REPORT

Membership prices are set to cover the running expenses of the Society with any events or trips running cost neutral 
or at a small profit. Significant income includes membership fees, USU funding, hut fees, and non-member trip fees. 
Expenses include BULL postage and printing, event catering, ASF membership fees, and hut fees. The Wombeyan 
quarry mapping project was funding by an ASF grant received in 2013-14.
As at 31 March 2015 (change since 31 March 2014) 
General Account: $17,179.11 +$44.35 (+0.26%) 
Publications Account: $8,604.26 +$28.29 (+0.39%)

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

To assist the many survey projects currently being undertaken by club members the Society purchased a Leica Disto, 
Disto X conversation kit, and Pelican storage case for $631.16
Significant capital expenditure has occurred and is ongoing for the beginning of the 2015-16 financial year and is 
included for information.
Six additional lights have been purchased at a cost of $659.94 and the purchase of four additional helmets has been 
approved at a cost of approximately $350. This equates to ten working helmet and light sets for beginners.
50m of wide tape has been purchased for $145 and up to $100 of additional narrow tubular tape has been approved 
for purchase.
2014-15 Capital Expenditure: $631.16
2015-16 Capital Expenditure to date (including in purchases in process): $1,254.94

THE BULL

The printing and postage of The BULL is the greatest expense incurred by the Society ($2462.02). Over the year 
several proposals were investigated to reduce this expenditure and pass any savings onto members. In September 
2014 members voted to maintain the hardcopy print and post BULL. At present the committee is reducing our costs 
by restricting the number we send to other clubs. Many clubs and organisations have folded and are now defunct, 
others have simply moved to digital online editions and no longer participant in an exchange of publications. Savings 
of approximately $250 pa are expected.

CURRENT FINANCIAL POSITION

As at 04 May 2015 the general account held $18,960, however several significant bills are soon due and yet to be paid. 
$1109.94 of the 2015-16 capital expenditure is yet to be paid/reimbursed and ASF membership fees of approximately 
$1600 are due. This brings the current available balance to $16,250, in line with this time last year.
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MEMBER OF THE MONTH

SPELEOTHEM OF THE MONTH

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH

WHAT: The Broken Column
WHERE: Lucas Cave, Jenolan
PHOTO CREDIT: Jenolan Caves

WHAT: Moon Milk
WHERE: Boonderoo Cave, Cliefden
PHOTO CREDIT: Tamara Potter

WHAT: 15m High ‘Altar’
WHERE: Cathedral Cave, Wellington
PHOTO CREDIT: Wellington Caves

NAME: Jack Wachsmann
FIRST JOINED SUSS: 2010
MY FAVOURITE KARST AREA IS...
Jenolan
BECAUSE...
...Of the river! And epic Spider trips
through the duck under or roof sniffs
through dry siphon in Mammoth and 
on to the wonder beyond
MOST MEMORABLE TRIP:
Doing SRT in Titan Cave, the largest
natural shaft in the UK (141.5m + 46m 
access shaft) in Winter as a guest of 
TSG. Gearing up surrounded by snow 
and exiting with icicles not stals as 
decoration was a chilly experience 
not quickly forgotten.

NAME: Denis Stojanovic
FIRST JOINED SUSS: 2010
MY FAVOURITE KARST AREA IS...
Anywhere in Tasmania
BECAUSE...
...The caves are long, deep, wet, 
sparkly, remote, & there is still loads 
to discover. The walks to the caves 
at Junee-Florentine and Ida Bay are 
spectacular as well.
MOST MEMORABLE TRIP:
I definitely won’t forget Kalkadoon 
at Camooweal in Northwest QLD. The 
entrance is large, breezy, and fairly 
innocent but once you get sucked 
into the labyrinth the air temp is 
close to 30ºC with 90-100% humidity. 
We ran out of water some hours in 
and began suffering delusions. At one 
stage I went storming off down what 
I thought was enormous new passage 
for at least half an hour before I 
realised I was going back the way we 
came in.

NAME: Greg Ryan
FIRST JOINED SUSS: Mid 1980’s
MY FAVOURITE KARST AREA IS...
Wellington
BECAUSE...
...Of McCavity. I’ve done about 100 
dives in McCavity, and I never get sick 
of it. I keep finding things there I’ve 
never noticed before.
MOST MEMORABLE TRIP:
In the 90s we were doing a lot of work 
in the SL of Jenolan, downstream in 
River Lethe from the Mud Tunnels. 
The last piece in the jigsaw was 
the exit to Blue Lake, and a dig was 
underway downstream from Pool of 
Cerberus. When it came to my turn, 
I was less than impressed with the 
prospect presented to me. Giving it 
only a cursory go before I decided 
I’d had enough, as I turned to exit, I 
thought I’d take a quick look around 
before the vis went, & noticed that 
there was an easy way on, which led 
to the resurgence and daylight.
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ILLUMINATE ME - KRUBERA CAVE

WHY IS IT SPECIAL?

Krubera (Voronya) Cave, is the deepest known cave on Earth.

The difference in elevation of the cave’s entrance and its deepest explored point is 2,197 ± 20m (7,208 ± 66ft). It 
became the deepest-known cave in the world in 2001 when the expedition of the Ukrainian Speleological Association 
reached a depth of 1,710m (5,610ft) which exceeded the depth of the previous deepest known cave, Lamprechtsofen, 
in the Austrian Alps, by 80m. In 2004, for the first time in the history of speleology, the Ukrainian Speleological As-
sociation expedition reached a depth greater than 2,000m, and explored the cave to −2,080m (−6,824ft). Ukrainian 
diver Gennadiy Samokhin extended the cave by diving in the terminal sump to 46m depth in 2007 and then to 52m in 
2012, setting successive world records of 2,191m and 2,197m respectively. Krubera remains the only known cave on 
Earth deeper than 2,000 metres.

WHERE IS IT?

It is located in the Arabika Massif of the Gagra Range of the Western Caucasus, in the Gagra district of Abkhazia, a 
breakaway region of Georgia.

INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT THE EXPLORATION OF KRUBERA:

At the beginning of the 20th century, Arabika was visited by French speleologist Édouard-Alfred Martel, who published 
several works about the massif. In 1909–10 Russian karst scientist Alexander Kruber, a founder of the study in Russia, 
performed some field studies in Arabika.

In the early 1960s, Georgian speleologists began exploring caves in the high sector of the massif. Among several other 
caves, they made the first exploration of an open-mouthed 60m shaft in the Ortobalagan Valley and named it after 
Alexander Kruber.

The first explorers were stopped by impassable squeezes at −95m in a meandering passage which led off from the foot 
of the entrance shaft. The cave remained largely neglected over the next 20 years.

The new epoch in cave explorations in the Arabika massif began in 1980 when the Kiev Speleological Club started 
exploring caves there. They adopted an approach to cave exploration which included thorough investigations in a 
defined area and systematic testing of cave limits, through digging in boulder chokes and enlarging squeezes which 
had previously obstructed exploration.

In the Ortobalagan Valley, the Ukrainian cavers made breakthroughs in Kuybyshevskaya Cave at −160m and pushed it 
to −1,110m (−3,640ft) by 1986 through a series of massive boulder chokes. They broke through an impassable squeeze 
at −120m in Genrikhova Bezdna Cave and eventually connected it to Kuybyshevskaya at −956m in 1987. The resul-
tant system has been named the Arabikskaya System. Another deep cave in the valley, located in its very upper part 
and explored by Moldavian and Ukrainian cavers is Berchilskaya Cave, 500 m (1,600 ft) deep. All large caves of the 
Ortobalagan Valley likely belong to a single hydrological system, connected to large springs at the Black Sea shore. 
The direct physical connection of Krubera Cave with the Arabikaskaja System is a sound possibility, although not yet 
physically realized.

From 1982 onwards, the Kiev cavers started systematically working in Krubera Cave, located less than 200m from 
the Kuybyshevskaya entrance, hoping to connect with the Arabikskaya System and increase its total depth by 60 m. 
Exploration progressed slowly because critically tight meanders between the pits required enormous amounts of work 
to widen them to a passable size. The cave was pushed to −340m during 1982–1987.

The political and ethnic conflict in Abkhazia during 1992–94 resulted in instability and border problems which contin-
ued over subsequent years. This suspended speleological explorations in Arabika. Some stabilization of the situation 
in 1998 has since enabled a renewal of exploration effort to take place in the region.
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In 1999, the expedition of the Ukrainian Speleological Associations (Ukr.S.A.) made a major breakthrough in Krubera 
Cave by discovering and exploring two branches behind the “windows” at a depth of 220–250m. These branches 
stretched in two different directions. The “Main Branch” was explored to −740m and the “Nekuybyshevskaya Branch” 
to −500m.

In 2000, the Main Branch was quickly pushed by the multi-stage expedition of the Ukr.S.A. in August to −1,200m and 
in September to −1,410m.

In January 2001, the Ukr.S.A. expedition explored the cave to −1,710m (−5,610 ft) making it the deepest cave in the 
world. For the first time in the history of speleology, the deepest cave in the world had been established outside of 
western Europe.

The Ukr.S.A. expedition in October 2004 discovered a lead into a new section beyond the Big Junction at −1,790m. 
They explored this section named “Windows” to a blind chamber called “Game Over” at −2,080 m. The depth mark 
of 2,000m had been passed for the first time in the history of speleology.

In August 2012 a team of 59 spent 27 days setting up camps underground and exploring Krubera. Ukrainian cave diver 
Gennadiy Samokhin was responsible for reaching a new world depth record of −2,197m (−7,208ft).

Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/krubera_cave

The scenic walk to the cave
PHOTO CREDIT: Al Warild

Pitch in Berchilskaya Cave
PHOTO CREDIT: Al Warild

Underground camp, Krubera Cave
PHOTO CREDIT: Al Warild
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PHOTO CREDIT: sott.net
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Massive pitch inside Krubera Cave
PHOTO CREDIT: inspired-tours.com
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CAVERN CRITTERS

SCUTIGEROMORPHA (HOUSE CENTIPEDES)

DESCRIPTION:
Body often with narrow stripes from head to tail. Eight body segments with 15 pairs 
of long thin legs. Legs become longer toward the tail end. Large eyes and long 
antennae. Up to 5cm long.
BIOLOGY:
Scutigeromorpha are fast-moving hunters, using their long legs to catch insects and 
spiders before killing them with venom. Once caught, the prey is dismembered and 
the soft body parts eaten.
HABITAT:
Under rocks or logs, in caves or occasionally inside houses.
NATIVE STATUS:
Recorded in Australia
DIET:
Carnivore
COLOURS:
Brown, Orange

Author Credit: Museum Victoria Sciences Staff/ Museum Victoria PHOTO CREDIT: Museum Victoria

HICKMANIA TROGLODYTES (TASMANIAN CAVE SPIDER)

DESCRIPTION:
A large, long legged spider with a reddish-brown carapace and dull brownish-black 
abdomen. On the underside of the abdomen, the four book-lung covers are visible as 
yellowish patches. Mouth parts are large, fangs moderately long. The male is smaller 
than the females but otherwise looks similar, apart from relatively longer legs and a 
kinked curve
near the end of the second pair of legs. Body-length of female 2cm, male 1.3cm. Leg 
span of up to 18cm.
BIOLOGY:
The endemic Tasmanian-Cave Spider is the largest spider in the state. It is widely 
distributed in cave systems, but also occupies any cool dark cavity large enough for 
its web. The web is an extensive horizontal sheet measuring up to 120cmsq. The egg-
sac is white, pear shaped and suspended from the web by a narrow stalk. The spider 
hangs from the lower side of the web and preys on invertebrates that fall into it. 
Mating takes place from late Winter to Spring. In order to mate without being eaten, 
the male must first hold the females jaws apart with the specialised bend in his legs.
HABITAT:
Caves, cool, dark cavities, hollow logs, tree stumps, mine-shafts and household 
recesses, including bathrooms.
NATIVE STATUS:
Native to Australia; endemic to Tasmania
DIET:
Carnivore
COLOURS:
Red, Brown, Black
DANGER STATUS:
Harmless

Author Credit: Catherine Byrne/ Tasmanian Museum & Art Gallery

PHOTO CREDIT: kumo_san (flickr)
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KARST YOUR MIND

Unscramble each of the clue words. Copy the letters in the numbered cells to the other cells with the same number

DAEESCNCR

LETB

RIENARCAB

CEESDDENR

SIFRT IDA TIK

TLMEEH

LOGSEV

KENE APSD

GITHL

POER

LEMRASHT

RAETW TOLBET
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THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY UNION

The University of Sydney Union (USU) is a non-profit organisation dedicated to providing the best student experience 
in Australia. Through our programs, products and services, we aim to enrich the life of every student attending the 
University of Sydney socially, culturally and intellectually.

We offer an extensive range of student programs, leadership opportunities, business and creative grants, 
entertainment, retail stores, bars and cafes such as Courtyard and Lane way. We are proud of our coveted Clubs and 
Societies Program which boasts over 200 groups on campus, and OWeek, our flagship festival and Australia’s biggest 
university orientation. We provide INCUBATE, a first-of-its-kind startup development program in Asia-Pacific and host 
a jam-packed party and events line up throughout the year.

To take advantage of all we have to offer, including on and off campus discounts, grab yourself an ACCESS card and get 
more involved. With more than 15,000 members, were the largest and oldest independent student union in Australia 
having served the University since 1874. All income generated by our operations is invested directly back into our 
student community.

ACCESS cards are available for purchase at:
ACCESS Desk, Level 1, Manning House
International Student Lounge, Level 4, Wentworth Building or
usu.edu.au/access

Like us on Facebook.com/USUAccess and follow us on Instagram @USUAccess for regular updates.

http://usu.edu.au/access
http://www.Facebook.com/USUAccess
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THINGS TO BUY
For postage and handling costs and the details of how to order go to the SUSS website http://ee.usyd.edu.au/suss/ 
and click on “Publications”. There you will also find a range of must-have maps and other publications.

MAPS AND BULLS ON DVD

The entire SUSS cave map library of over 300 maps is on DVD and available for 
purchase. Our map library was scanned to provide wider access to the maps 
for SUSS and other ASF Caving Clubs and to ensure that many copies exist in 
the event of the loss or damage of the originals.

There are field sketches, ink maps produced on drafting film, ink maps produced 
on linen, as well as some of the latest digitally-produced cave projects. The 
DVD also contains all SUSS Bulls in HTML format from 35(1), July 1995 to 47(4), 
March 2008 and SUSS Bulls as PDF format from 42(1), April 2002 to 47(4).

Price is $10.00 + PH.

TUGLOW CAVES

By Ian Cooper, Martin Scott and Keir Vaughan-Taylor. 1998, 70 pages.
Examines caving procedures, site descriptions, history, biology, surveying and
maps, geology and hydrology of Tuglow Cave and others.

Cost is $13 for members and $16 for non-members + PH.

THE CAVES OF JENOLAN 2: THE NORTHERN LIMESTONE

Edited by Bruce R. Welch. 1976, 140 pages.
We still have some copies of these books left. Contains maps and descriptions of
many caves in the Northern Limestone section of Jenolan plus notes on the history
of Jenolan and its geology, geomorphology and hydrology.

Cost is $8 for members and $10 for non-members + PH.

More information can be found on th SUSS website:
http://suss.caves.org.au/publications.html

http://ee.usyd.edu.au/suss/
http://suss.caves.org.au/publications.html
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TRIP LIST
SUSS General Meetings are held on the first Thursday of the month at 7:00PM (for a 7.30PM start) in the Common Room 
in the Holme Building at the University of Sydney.

For updates to this list, check out the SUSS Website: http://suss.caves.org.au. Detailed information on each caving 
area (plus other useful information such as what you will need to bring) can be found in the Beginner’s Handbook
section of the Website.

Please Note: it is YOUR responsibility to inform the trip supervisor of any relevant medical conditions which may in 
any way affect your fitness, such as asthma, diabetes and the like.
JUNE

4 GM     Listen to Phil Maynard to talk about River Cave, Cooleman Plains

13 - 14 Jenolan    Stay in the luxurious cavers cottage
     Contact Phil Maynard: Philip.Maynard@uts.edu.au
20 - 21 Wombeyan   Beautiful marble caves in the Southern Highlands
     Contact Phil Maynard: Philip.Maynard@uts.edu.au
20 - 21 Tuglow    SRT experience required for this wild trip
     Contact Deborah Johnston: birinxi@gmail.com
22 - 25 ASF Conference    Exmouth WA. Exotic location, lots of caves and other things to see and do.  
     Contact Kevin Moore: troglokev@gmail.com
27 - 28 Cliefden    Warm caves to hide in for the Winter
     Contact Phil Maynars: Philip.Maynard@uts.edu.au

JULY

4 - 12 Jenolan Weeklong   Come for the caves, stay for the shenannigans
     Contact Tabitha Blair: tabscaves@gmail.com
18 - 19 Vertical Training   Need to brush up on your skills? Learn the ropes
     Contact Thomas Cunningham: thomas.cunningham@outlook.com
25 - 26 Wombeyan   Beautiful marble caves in the Southern Highlands.
     Contact Phil Maynard: Philip.Maynard@uts.edu.au

AUGUST

1 - 2 Jenolan    Back to uni? Back to Jenolan!
     Contact Rowena Larkins: rowena1234@hotmail.com
6 GM     Special guest Tony White presents his discovery of Sarawak Chamber in Mulu  
     National Park, Malaysia.
8 - 9 Bungonia    Beginner friendly trip to Bungonia
     Contact Tabitha Blair: tabscaves@gmail.com
15 - 16 Cliefden    The project work continues
     Contact Phil Maynard: Philip.Maynard@uts.edu.au
22 - 23 Bungonia    Bring your SRT gear, lets explore those vertical caves 
     Contact Tabitha Blair: tabscaves@gmail.com
29 - 30 Wombeyan   Marble Caves!
     Contact Phil Maynard: Philip.Maynard@uts.edu.au
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